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Romance at the Ready: The Elizabeth Hotel Announces New Packages to Deliver 
Unforgettable Proposals 

Fort Collins Hotel Offers Memorable Engagement Experiences with Colorado Flair 
 

FORT COLLINS, COLO. – Nov. 26, 2018 – Popping the question is no easy feat. It’s a moment couples will 
always remember, so ensuring every second is perfect is essential. With engagement season right around 
the corner, Fort Collins’ only four-star hotel, The Elizabeth Hotel, is taking memorable proposals to the 
next level with new engagement packages weaving in the magic of music and other details, sure to make 
the occasion absolutely unforgettable.  

As soon as couples walk through the hotel doors, they’ll be immersed in a world filled with art and music, 
where the Elizabeth’s team is waiting to help coordinate the perfect note-worthy moment. The hardest 
thing left to do is get down on one knee.  

The Amp’d Up Proposal package plays off of hotel’s art and musical elements and Fort Collins’ music-
centric culture for an incredible, never before offered engagement experience. The Music Suite, one of 
three on-site signature suites, provides the perfect backdrop; a classic baby grand piano takes center stage 
while high-end finishes and features inspired by piano keys and other musical instruments give an air of 
elegance to the space. The private outdoor patio provides spectacular views year-round of Old Town Fort 
Collins.  

Included in the package is a professional photographer on-hand for photos of the proposal, as well as 
post-proposal photos on the breathtaking grand staircase in the lobby of The Elizabeth. A private 
champagne toast with a one-of-a-kind saber presentation from a local sommelier kicks off the celebration 
while live piano music performed in-room sets the mood. Appetizers and champagne are delivered to the 
suite to enjoy, along with breakfast the following morning.  

One unique feature in every room and suite in The Elizabeth is a full size Crosley record player complete 
with a curated selection of albums. The couple can discover the perfect soundtrack to their stay with 
hand-picked records featuring classic love songs available for the in-room record player while they unplug, 
unwind and enjoy each other’s company.  

“An engagement should be as special and unique as the couple,” says Barbara Piagari, director of sales 
and marketing at The Elizabeth. “These engagement packages bring a Fort Collins’ flair to their celebration 
and helps to alleviate the stress of planning an amazing moment that the couple will never forget.” 

The Hearts in Harmony Proposal package is also available to those looking to pop the question, and is 
customized for the season with unique offerings for fall/winter and spring/summer. The package features 
a flawless proposal occasion with live music, professional photography post-engagment, complimentary 
cocktails and an added seasonal flair (horse and carriage rides or a private toast on the terrace) depending 
on availability. 
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A perfect romantic getaway, The Elizabeth pays incredible attention to detail, from architecture to décor. 
Art and music play an integral role in the design and experience; 130 original art pieces, most by Colorado 
artists, celebrate Fort Collins' adventurous spirit around central themes of music and nature. Music lovers 
of all kind can take advantage of the hotel's lending library, which offers a variety of musical instruments 
available for check out. 

For more information visit TheElizabethColorado.com; photos are available here. 
 

### 
 

About The Elizabeth Hotel 
Located in the heart of Old Town Fort Collins, The Elizabeth Hotel, a member of Marriott’s Autograph 
Collection, is a vibrant host to locals and travelers alike. Situated at the base of the Rocky Mountains, the 
college town of Fort Collins is known for its residents’ love of bikes, beer and bands and is Northern 
Colorado’s outpost for arts and culture. Cultivated by McWHINNEY, a Colorado-based national real estate 
development company, and Sage Hospitality, The Elizabeth Hotel features 164 guestrooms, an exquisite 
all-weather, open-air outdoor space called Sunset Lounge, 3,500 square feet of meeting and event space, 
and three dining locations: Magic Rat Live Music, Bowerbird Coffee, and The Emporium Kitchen and Wine 
Market. For more information, visit TheElizabethColorado.com, call (970) 490-2600, or follow us 
on Facebook and Instagram at @TheElizabethCO. 
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